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First must look for the level of definition from the word marriage. The marital rights of gay couples are
violated every day. Since there is no national ruling made to abolish same-sex marriage, each state sets its own
laws regarding gay marriage. How is that possible. Every one in twenty people are gay. Our company
currently employs over professional writers ranging from Bachelor's to PhD degrees in various fields, ranging
from SEO writing, article writing, to professional ghost-writing. Natural marriage is the foundation of a
civilized society. Media, Human rights, and opinions of the people are just some of the reasons this topic has
gotten so much attention this past year. Particularly in the era at hand where numerous of vigorous discussions
are taking place, one that is consistently a heated matter is the effects of same sex marriage, now that it is
established as a nationwide law Gay marriage argumentative essay presented below will start from exploring
the reasons why gay marriage legalization should be considered justified. In this paper, I will argue that this
argument fails because marriage and procreation are not mutually exclusive to each other Cons: One of the
most perceptible disadvantages of gay marriage is the fact that the homosexual couple is unable to have their
own children, although they have an opportunity to use help of surrogate mothers as well as some other
methods. Rights that the founders of this country went to war with Britain to guarantee to each and every
American Many support gay marriage and many do not, with widespread values and reasons for and against it.
It aims to explore how it affects the society and most importantly the church. Gay people, and lesbian people,
are still people In the decade of begin to emerge in the United States marriages of the same sex. This also
proves that gay marriage legalization will not lead to any positive outcomes but rather cause harm to the
wellbeing of children adopted by gay couples. We have grown from an international organization catering for
students all over the world, and we are now offering an additional UK-based service for UK students, with UK
writers. Why do people oppose it. What are the ethics of custom-written papers? In the United States, marriage
egalitarianism has started to structure itself. Before its legalization, children had negative impacts on the
children. The issue often enters the House of Representatives and the Senate, but they are quick to be rejected.
The arguments range from personal beliefs to what marriage is said to be in the Bible. Until a few weeks ago it
was against the law to be married with someone whom you share the same sex with. What are future problems
that we will be facing now that it is legal or which one will we not face. Another argument deals with the
standard definition of marriage as being necessarily different-sex. The legalization of same-sex marriage
created a war between the radical Christians and the liberals. These issues include: alcoholism, witchcraft,
communism, and abortion, but homosexuality strikes a deep wound as it attacks the fundamental building
blocks of a family. Blood, sweat and tears has gone into the process of the legalization of same-sex marriage
and a blind eye should not be turned Over time people have become more open minded about the idea and
now more same sex couples are able to be open about their love with their partner. That is why same-sex
marriage should be legalized. Many people hold the view that regardless of how people enter into matrimony,
marriage is a bond between two people that involves responsibility and legalities, as well as commitment and
challenge. The Fight between what is Constitutional and what is not and where the Federal government has the
right to interfere in state laws has caused major problems within our country. We do not resell, publish, trade
or display completed orders anywhere else at any time.


